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Class was something you were born into. In the rich Mr Rochester she meets her future husband, but when she
discovers that he is married to another woman she runs off Bronte  She strives for the elevation of her own
social standing. At Lowood, Jane again attaches herself to a poor, humbly, motherly woman and scorns the
wealthy, this time in the form of Mr. There, she earns her income through by educating another orphan and
meets her future husband, Edward Rochester. Perhaps because she does not belong to a set class herself, Jane
tends not to evaluate other people based on their class status. Even before birth, her class status was somewhat
ambiguous. Fraiman tells us that during Christmastime, "instead of yearning toward the genteel company,
[Jane] would rather spend a quiet evening with Bessie" because of the motherly characteristics that Bessie
displays towards Jane. This anxiety creates the most strained conflict in novelâ€” whether or not the benefits
of marrying Rochester outweigh the consequences. London: Macmillan Press,  Fairfax, a servant of Rochester,
speaks harshly about members of the upper class, such as Blanche Ingram, simply because they are of another
class and she does not understand them. Gender Roles Themes and Colors LitCharts assigns a color and icon
to each theme in Jane Eyre, which you can use to track the themes throughout the work. Rochester serves as a
prime example of this. We promise not to run any of those super annoying ads that take over your entire
screen. He recognizes that Jane is not a lady but not a servant either. Jane longs for the affection of a motherly
woman rather than the glamorous company of her rich family. She bases her adoration on Bessie's personal
characteristics rather than her economic status. Jane's ability to judge Blanche in a more unbiased fashion
probably results from the fact that she is able to relate to her more. Just a few of the many examples are when
Jane describes Rochester's wealth before she describes his physical features or personality, she displays St.
The authors continue by reassuring their readership that revolution is not their intention, "The distinctions of
society we acknowledge and respect. Having entered the upper class without the support of Rochester, she
proves her worth as an individual. In Charlotte Bronte's Jane Eyre, eponymous character Jane Eyre faces a
personal challenge against society as a result of her impoverished background Jane recognizes that how she
sees herself arises at least partly out of how society sees her, and is unwilling to make herself a powerless
outcast for love. The tone of her work â€” inspiring in its compassion, disturbing in its traces of elitism â€”
reflects a striking contradiction in the intellectual and moral sensibility of British society at mid-century.
Sincere concern for the suffering of the poor is evident in this work. The only way for the unity of marriage to
be possible between the working class Jane and the gentleman Rochester is through the extraordinary
circumstances that take place, elevating Jane above Rochester. Jane's flexible class status allows her to
evaluate other characters on their actions and personalities rather than on their economic status and physical
appearance. Jane's lower economic status and her unattractive features at first distance Rochester from Jane.
Reed, who has only belittled and derided her ever since she arrived at Gateshead, than Bessie, one of the only
people in the household to support and show sympathy toward her, emphasizes the intensity of the negative
light in which the poor were placed during the Victorian Era. The ladies were all skeptical of the gypsy
because they evaluated her based on her external appearances, but Jane was able to look past that because she
had at times been poor herself. What becomes apparent towards the end of the novel is that Jane herself
endorses the social caste system. Rochester, but also she believes he is not the type of person who would
conform to social class expectations. With almost nothing, she has to beg for food which brings her position to
the lower class Bronte  In Chapter 18, Jane considers the potential marriage between Mr.


